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0. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be either a compact Lie group or a discrete group and X a space with a continuous 
G-action. Assume the action has finite stabilizers if G is discrete. For a fixed prime p let X, be 
the p-singular locus of X, i.e. the set of all points in X which are fixed by some element of 
order p. In this paper we study the Bore1 construction EG xo X, (EG denoting as usual the 
total space of the universal principal G-bundle) by relating it to the Bore1 constructions 
EG xCccE)XE, where E runs through the non-trivial elementary abelian p-subgroups of G, 
Co(E) denotes the centralizer of E in G and XE is the E-fixed point set of X. 
Our starting point is the following recent result of Jackowski and McClure [15]. For 
a compact Lie group G and a fixed prime p let d(G) be the category whose objects are all 
elementary abelian p-subgroups E of G, i.e. subgroups of the form E z (Z/P)~; if El and 
E2 are elementary abelian p-subgroups of G, then the set of morphisms from El to E2 in 
d(G) consists precisely of those homomorphisms cr:EI --) E2 of abelian groups for which 
there exists an element g E G with a(e) = geg-’ Ve E El. Jackowski and McClure con- 
sidered the full subcategory d,(G) of d(G) whose objects are all elementary abelian 
p-subgroups except the trivial subgroup. The assignment E H EG xo G/Co(E) extends in 
a canonical way to a functor from the opposite category &*(GyP to spaces and the 
projections n(E):EG xo G/C,(E) -+ EG xopt = BG, pt denoting a one point space and BG 
the classifying space of G, give a natural transformation from the functor EG xo G/CG (-) to 
the constant functor with value BG. The main result of Jackowski and McClure claims 
that the space BG can be recovered from the spaces EG xo G/Co (-) by taking the homotopy 
colimit of the maps n(E) (the definition of a homotopy colimit will be recalled in Section 1). 
THEOREM 0.0 [15]. Let G be a compact Lie group. Then the maps n(E) induce an 
isomorphism in mod p cohomology 
n : hocolim,* (G)OP EG x,G/Co (E) -+ BG . 
Of course, in Theorem 0.0 we can replace mod p cohomology by mod p homology. In fact, as 
the integral homology of all spaces involved is finitely generated in each degree, we can use 
homology with coefficients in the p-local integers &. A map inducing an isomorphism in 
homology with coefficients in ZcP) will be called a Z(,,-homology isomorphism. 
The space EG xG G/C,(E) is homotopy equivalent o B&-(E) and the theorem gives 
therefore a tool to study homological and homotopy theoretic aspects of BG in terms of those 
of classifying spaces of subgroups of G. In fact, this tool has turned out to be extremely useful 
in recent developments in the homotopy theory of classifying spaces and of finite loop spaces 
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(see [7,16]). In this paper we will prove extensions of this theorem for Bore1 constructions 
EG x,X of G-CW-complexes X; Theorem 0.0 will then correspond to the case X = pt. 
So let X be a G-space and p be a fixed prime. The assignment E H G x c, (EJ XE extends 
to a functor from &*(G)“P to G-spaces and the G-action gives G-maps px(E):G xCGcEJ 
XE + X, which define a natural transformation from the functor E H G x,-,(~) XE to the 
constant functor with value X,. Here is a first extension of Theorem 0.0. 
THEOREM 0.1. Let G be a compact Lie group and X be any G-CW-complex. Then the 
maps p,(E) induce a Z(,,-homology isomorphism 
px: hocolim,*(ojoP EG xo (G x&(E) XE) -+ EG xo X,. 
We denote that as in [lS] it is important in this theorem to pass to the Bore1 construction, 
i.e. the obvious map hocolim,*(GjOP (G xcGcEjXE) + X, is not a modp equivalence in 
general. However, when G is abelian, it is not difficult to see that (even before passing to the 
Bore1 construction) we get a homotopy equivalence. 
At this point we should point out that Theorem 0.0 needs to be stated with a little more 
care in order to be correct. One has to throw in the further assumption that the category 
d,(G) is not empty, i.e. that G contains non-trivial elements of order p (which, of course, is 
automatic for any positive dimensional Lie group); otherwise the homotopy colimit gives 
the empty space which cannot be homology equivalent o a non-empty space. This remark 
may seem a little pedantic but it essentially gives the explanation why X, appears in 
Theorem 0.1 rather than X. Note that in case that G does not contain any non-trivial 
element of order p, then for any G-space X (in particular for X = pt) the subspace X, is 
empty and therefore both the source and the target of px are empty. 
All the notions in Theorem 0.1 make sense for more general groups, in particular for 
discrete groups. In fact, Theorem 0.1 can be extended to the case of suitable actions of 
discrete groups as follows. 
THEOREM 0.2 Let G be a discrete group and let X be any G-CW-complex such that the 
isotropy group of each cell of X is jinite. Then the maps pLX(E) induce a Z&,-homology 
isomorphism 
px:hocolim,*,G,OPEG XG(G x~,(E,X~) +EG XGX~. 
Theorems 0.1 and 0.2 are both deduced from Theorem 0.0. In fact, a common generalization 
of Theorems 0.1 and 0.2 (Theorem 2.6) will be proved in Section 2 after some recollections 
on homotopy colimits have been given in Section 1. 
In Section 3 we will discuss the homotopy colimit spectral sequences which arise from 
Theorem 0.1 resp. Theorem 0.2 and converge to the cohomology of the space EG xo X,. In 
the situation of Theorem 0.0 and in case of mod p cohomology the Ez-term of this spectral 
sequence is concentrated on the vertical edge and the edge homomorphism is an isomor- 
phism [15]. Results of Oliver [20] and the author [lo] show that even in the situation of 
Theorems 0.1 and 0.2 there are often very strong vanishing results for the E,-terms of these 
spectral sequences, and at least in the case of ordinary modp cohomology H* (--; F,) the 
behaviour of the spectral sequences i  almost as in the case of Theorem 0.0. 
We consider a generalized cohomology theory h*-and denote the h*-cohomology of the 
Bore1 construction EG XG X by h:X. We call a generalized cohomology theory p-local if its 
coefficients are Z u,,-modules. In the result below lim” is the sth derived functor of the inverse 
limit functor and the p-rank r,,(G) is defined as the supremum of all natural numbers k such 
that G contains an elementary abelian p-subgroup E of rank k, i.e. E E (Z/P)~. 
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THEOREM 0.3. Let G be a compact Lie group and X be any G-CW-complex, or let G be 
a discrete group and X a G-CW-complex with the property that the isotropy group of each cell 
is ,finite. Let h* be any p-local generalized cohomology theory. 
(a) Then there is a spectral sequence 
with E;’ = 0 if s 2 rr(G) and t is arbitrary. 
(b) Furthermore, if X has Jinitely many G-cells and h* = H* ( - ; F,), then E;’ = 0 whenever 
s is positive and t is su.ciently large, and the map 
induced by the obvious inclusions on the space and group level is an isomorphism in suJticiently 
large cohomological degrees. 
Remarks (a) Theorem 0.3 can be used to get information on the ordinary cohomology 
Hz (X; M) in large cohomological degrees for any ZcP) -module M. If X is a G-C W-complex 
then the projection map EG x,X + G\X induces an isomorphism between the relative 
groups Hz(X, X,; M) and the relative groups H*(G\X, G\X,; M). In particular, the 
natural map Ha (X; M) + Ha (X,; M) is an isomorphism if * > dim X, the dimension of X. 
(b) Theorem 0.3 gives a very tight relation between Ha(X; [F,) and the various 
H&, (XE; [F,) for the fixed point sets X E, E c G, E g (Z/p)’ with k > 0, it describes 
HG* (Xi E,) by the H,*ccE) ( XE; IF,) up to a finite error. The result may thus be regarded as an 
extension of classical Smith theory to actions of arbitrary compact Lie groups. We recall 
that Smith theory works well only for elementary abelian p-groups (or for tori if one works 
with rational cohomology); in its modern form it says that for an elementary abelian 
p-group I/ the restriction map H:(X; E,) + H:(X”; [F, ) becomes an isomorphism after 
inverting the action of a suitable element in H:(pt; [F,). Of course, the approximation to 
Hz (X; iFP) provided by such a localization is much cruder than that provided by the inverse 
limit in Theorem 0.3(b). From that point of view Theorem 0.3 provides also a strengthening 
of classical Smith theory even in the case of the action of an elementary abelian p-group. 
(c) We do not know whether the vanishing result in part (b) of the Theorem holds for 
more general coefficients than lF,. The proof of the vanishing result [lo] uses heavily the 
action of the Steenrod algebra on H*( - ; IF,) and in particular the theory of Lannes’ 
T-functor. 
A naturally arising question is now whether something intelligible can be said about the 
higher limits, in particular those in part (b). In the case of mod p cohomology and the action 
of an elementary abelian p-group V this question will be addressed in [ 121. In particular, we 
will show there that these higher limits are related to new invariants of I/-CW-complexes 
X which refine the invariants d,, Hy* (X; E,) and dI Ht (X; ff,) introduced in [ 13, Chap 11.11. 
These new invariants give lower bounds for the equivariant embedding dimension of X (i.e. 
the minimal dimension of a smooth V-manifold into which X can be V-equivariantly 
embedded). 
(d) Note that Theorems 0.2 and 0.3 do not allow us to take X to be a point if G is 
discrete (unless G is finite) and, in fact, both theorems need not hold in this case (cf. [l l] for 
explicit examples). So in general we cannot use these results directly to get information on 
the classifying space BG of a discrete group. However, for many discrete groups G there 
exists an X as in Theorem 0.3 which is also finite dimensional and contractible so that 
EG xa X z BG. So if M is a Z(,,-module we obtain in this case a spectral sequence 
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converging to Hg (X,; M) which is isomorphic to Ha (X; M) z HG (pt; M) if * > dim X. If 
the spaces XE are also contractible then we get EG xcGosJ XE N B&(E) so the input in the 
spectral sequence is the cohomology of the groups C,(E). In fact, we do not need 
contractibility; it is enough that the spaces X and X” be acyclic with respect o cohomology 
with coefficients in M to get Ha(X; M) g Ha (pt; M) and H,*GcEj (Xa; M) g H&Ej (pt; M). 
For M g [F, classical Smith theory implies that the spaces XE are mod p acyclic if X is, In 
particular, we obtain the following result. 
COROLLARY 0.4. Let G be a discrete group and assume there exists a jinite dimensional 
modp acyclic G-CW-complex X such that the isotropy group of each cell is jnite. 
(a) Then there is a spectral sequence 
with E;’ = 0 if s 2 r,(G) and t is arbitrary. 
(b) Assume furthermore X has only finitely many G-cells. Then E;’ = 0 whenever s is 
positive and t is sufhciently large. Furthermore, the natural map 
P:*Z(Pt; E,) + lim,*(G&~fEj (pt; IF,) 
induced by the restriction homomorphisms is an isomorphism in sufJiciently large cohomologi- 
cal degrees. 
Remarks (a) Important class of such groups are arithmetic or S-arithmetic groups [23], 
mapping class groups of orientable surfaces [9], outer automorphism groups of free groups 
[S] and hyperbolic groups in the sense of Gromov [8]. In all these cases X can actually be 
chosen to be contractible with finitely many G-cells. If G has a finite index subgroup of finite 
cohomological dimension (such a G is said to be of finite virtual cohomological dimension, 
f.v.c.d. for short) then X can be chosen to be finite dimensional and contractible [22]. 
(b) The case of rational coefficients should also be of interest. In this case we have 
Hz( Y; Q) z H* (G\ Y; Q) for any G-C W-complex Y for which the stabilizers of all cells are 
finite. Therefore, if X and XE are rationally acyclic (in addition to the assumptions in 
Theorem 0.3), we obtain a spectral sequence 
E:’ = lim>*(,,H& (pt; Q) =S Hi+‘(X,; Q) z HS+‘(G\X,; Q) 
i.e. we get information about the part of H*(BG; Q) g H*(G\X; Q) coming from the 
quotient of the p-singular locus. 
(c) Corollary 0.4 is somewhat reminiscent of a spectral sequence for the Farrell co- 
homology fi* (I; [F,) of a f.v.c.d. group I. Its El-term is given by the Farrell cohomology of 
intersections of normalizers of non-trivial elementary abelian p-subgroups of I and it 
converges to fi* (c lF,) (see [4]). We will call this spectral sequence the “normalizer spectral 
sequence” as opposed to the “centralizer spectral sequence” of Theorem 0.3. Vanishing 
results as spelled out in Corollary 0.4(a) hold for trivial reasons in this normalizer spectral 
sequence but there are no known vanishing results for this spectral sequence which would 
correspond to the vanishing results in 0.4(b). However, most recently Chun-Nip Lee [17] 
has used Corollary 0.4(b) of this paper to show that the &-terms of the two spectral 
sequences agree on the vertical edge in large degrees (i.e. for s = 0 and t large) if the 
coefficients are in [F,. From this he concludes that in the normalizer spectral sequence one 
has Ei*’ = E:’ for t large, and at least Ek’ = 0 if s > 0 and s + t is sufficiently large. We 
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refer the reader to Section 3.3 and Section 4.5 for some further comments on the relation 
between the normalizer spectral sequence and the centralizer spectral sequence. 
In Section 4 we apply Corollary 0.4 to compute the mod 2 cohomology of the special 
linear group SL(3, Z [l/2]) (i.e. of its classifying space) in large dimensions. For earlier 
work on this case using the “normalizer spectral sequence” we refer to [4] (see also Section 
4 for further comments on the relation between the two approaches). In the following 
theorem which summarizes our computation E is an exterior algebra and C” denotes n-fold 
suspension, e.g. C3 lFZ is a graded one dimensional Fz-vector space concentrated in dimen- 
sion 3. The indices of the elements give their cohomological dimensions. For a definition of 
the elements the reader is referred to Section 4. 
THEOREM 0.5. Let p = 2 and r = SL(3, Z [l/2]). 
(a) Then we obtain 
lim.+crjH*(BCr(E); F,) = Fz C~Z, ~31 C3 EC&, 4) 
lim&,H*(&(E); IF,) z C3[F2 
lim” Js,cr,H*(BC,(E); IF,) g 0 for all s > 1. 
Furthermore, if X is any mod 2 acyclic Jinite dimensional T-C W-complex for which the 
stabilizers of all cells are finite, then there is a short exact sequence 
0 + c4[F2 + HT(X,; [F,) 5 Fz CQ, ~310 EM,, 4) + 0 
in which p is an algebra homomorphism. 
(b) The canonical map 
H* (BT; E,) + lim,*(,, H*Wr(E); F,) z FZ Cuz, ~310 E(d3,4) 
is an isomorphism in dimensions larger than 5. 
In [ 1 l] we will finish the computation of the mod 2 cohomology H* (BSL(3, Z [l/2]); 
[F,) by combining Theorem 0.5 with a computation of the relative cohomology 
H,*(X, X,; F,) g H*(I\X, I\X,; IF,) (with I = SL(3, Z [l/2])) for a suitable space X as in 
Theorem 0.5. In particular, we will prove in [ 111. 
THEOREM 0.6. The canonical map 
H*(Br; IF,) + lim,*(r, H*(W(E); F,) = FZ CUZ, ~310 E(d3,&J 
is an isomorphism in all dimensions. 
1. RECOLLECTIONS ON HOMOTOPY COLIMITS 
In this section we recall the definition and collect some basic properties of the homotopy 
colimit of a functor F from a small category %7 to the category r of compactly generated 
topological spaces (cf. [3, 14, 161). All spaces in this paper will be assumed to be compactly 
generated. 
1.1. Let %? be a small discrete category and F be a functor from V to y. Then hocolim, F is 
the classifying space B%r of the following topological category VF whose objects are all 
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pairs (c, x) with c E ob V and x E Fc, and whose morphisms are given as morVl((c, x), 
(c’, x’)) = {a E mor,(c, c’)l(Fa)x = x’}. The topology on %?r is induced in the obvious way 
from the topology on the spaces Fc. 
1.2. Alternatively, hocolim, F may be described as follows: Let A” denote the standard 
geometric n-simplex. Then the homotopy colimit of F is given as the following identification 
space: 
hocolim,F:= u u 
( 
F(c,,)xA” N. (1.2) 
n>Oc,+ “’ +c. )I 
Here the second coproduct is indexed by the n-simplices of the nerve of V and the 
identifications are induced in the obvious way by the face and degeneracy maps. The reader 
can easily verify the following properties of the homotopy colimit construction. 
1.3. Let G be a topological group. If F is a functor from 5?? to G-spaces then hocolim 
commutes with the Bore1 construction: 
EC xc hocolim, F = hocolim,EG XG F. (1.3.1) 
Similarly, if H is a closed subgroup of G and F is a functor from ‘8 to H-spaces then hocolim 
commutes with the process of induction: 
G xH hocolim, F = hocolim, G xH F. (1.3.2) 
1.4. Let % and %?’ be small categories, i:W -+ W’, F 1% + Y-, F’:V’ -+ Y functors and 
8 a natural transformation from F to F’i. From these data we obtain a continuous functor 
B:%‘, --) %$, given on objects by sending a pair (c, x) to the pair (ic, (Bc)x). This functor 
induces in turn a map of classifying spaces, i.e. a map hocolim, F -+ hocolim,, F’ which by 
abuse of notation will be called t3 again. In the second description of hocolim in (1.2) this 
map is given by sending the summand F(Q) x A” corresponding to the n-simplex 
co -+ ... + c, of the nerve of V via the map 8co x idAn to the summand F’(ic,) x A” 
corresponding to the n-simplex ice + ... + ic, of the nerve of %?I. 
1.5.1. If g has a terminal object co then the natural map hocolim, F + F (co) is a homotopy 
equivalence. 
1.5.2. Let q and %?’ be small categories and i: W + 97’ a functor. For a functor F: V + T let 
the “homotopy push down” i,F :V’ -+ 5 be given by (i, F)(c’) = hocolimilC, F, where F on 
the right-hand side denotes, by abuse of notation, the obvious functor on i 1 c’ determined 
by F. (Here ii c’ denotes the “over category” with objects consisting of pairs (c, g) with 
c E ob %? and g : ic + c’ a morphism in V; morphisms from (cl, g1 ) to (c2, g2) are morphisms 
f: cl -+ c2 in %? such that g1 = g2 (if).) Then the obvious map hocolim,, i,F + hocolim, F is 
a homotopy equivalence (cf. [6], or [14] for an elegant and more detailed discussion.) 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 0.1 AND THEOREM 0.2 
Let p be a fixed prime, G be a topological group and X be any G-space. Furthermore, let 
El, Ez be any elementary abelian p-subgroups of G and c1 a homomorphism from El to 
Ez of the form a(e) = h-r eh for some h E G, independent of e E El. Note that a determines 
h up to left multiplication by an element in CG(E,). For the sake of completeness we record 
the following lemmata whose easy verification is left to the reader. 
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LEMMA 2.1. The map x H hx induces a map from XE2 to XE1. 
LEMMA 2.2. The map g H hgh-’ induces a homomorphism &:Co(E2) -+ Co(E1). 
LEMMA 2.3. The action of G on X restricts to an action of Co(E) on XE. 
LEMMA 2.4. The map G x XE2 + G xC,_(E~)X~~, (g, x) H (gh-‘, hx) induces a G- 
eqUiVUriUnt map a*: G xc,(E,)XEz -+ G xc-(sIjX E1 which only depends on a, not on h. 
As an immediate consequence we get 
COROLLARY 2.5. The assignment E H G XC,(E) XE, a ~a* defines a jiunctor Fx from 
d4,(GyP to G-spaces. 
Next we note that the action of G on X induces maps ,ux(E): G xc,(s) XE + X, which 
combine to give a natural transformation p = px from Fx to the constant functor with value 
X,. If we want to emphasize the role of the group that is acting we will write F: resp. 
& instead of Fx resp. pLx. Theorem 0.1 and Theorem 0.2 are concerned with the map 
hocolim,* (c)“p EG xo Fz + EG XG X, 
which is induced by the natural transformation px and which we will also call px. The 
following result includes Theorems 0.1 and 0.2. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let G be a topological group. Let % be the smallest class of G-spaces which 
is closed with respect to G-homotopy equivalences, arbitrary coproducts and homotopy 
pushouts (i.e. double mapping cylinders), and which contains all orbits G/H with H a subgroup 
which is a compact Lie group (may be finite). Then the map 
px: hocolim,*(,,,, EG xo Fg + EG xoXS 
is a Z(,,-equivalence for all X in %?. 
Proof We consider the following two functors from G-CW-complexes to graded jzcPJ- 
modules: 
l F1 (X) = H, (hocolim,+(,,., EG xo F:; Z,,,) 
. F,(X) = H,(EG xGxs; %d. 
The maps px induce a natural transformation between these functors which we will also call 
p. The functors F1 and Fz are both homotopy invariant, they preserve arbitrary coproducts 
and come with Mayer-Vietoris sequences for each homotopy pushout. Therefore it suffices 
to show the assertion for the orbits X = G/H where H is a compact Lie group. For this we 
consider two cases. 
Case 1: H does not contain a nontrivial element of order p. In this case we have F,(X) = 0 
for i = 1, 2 because of (G/H)E = 8 for each non-trivial E. 
Case 2. H does contain elements of order p. In this case we find X, = X = G/H, i.e. 
F,(X) = H,(BH; Z,,,). By [lS] we know that & is a Z,,,-homology isomorphism, and 
hence the following proposition and 1.3.1 imply that pzIH is one, too. Cl 
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PROPOSITION 2.7. There is a canonical map 
G xnhocolimD.,,~,,oP (H xC,,(D) it) + hocolimE.,,cc,OP (G XC,(E) (G/WE) 
which is a homotopy equivalence and commutes with the two maps to G/H induced by the 
natural transformations G xH & resp. &n. 
Proof First we construct the map. We denote the inclusion functor of zzZ,(H)“P into 
d*(G)OP by i. By 1.3.2 and 1.4 it suffices to consider the functors 
and 
G xH F&:&‘*(H)OP + G-spaces, D HG XC,(D) pt 
F& : A$‘* (GYP + G-spaces, E H G xCG(s) (G/H)E 
and to construct a natural transformation 8: G xH F& + F&, 0 i. 
For D E d*(H) the map O(D): G xc,,(n) pt -+ G xc,(n) (G/H)D is given by sending the 
equivalence class of (g, pt) to the equivalence class of (g, eH), where eH denotes the coset of 
the neutral element in G/H. It is easy to see that these maps are well defined and determine 
a natural transformation 0 as required. Furthermore, it is clear that the resulting map 
0: G XHhocolimD.,S(,,O, (H XC,,(D) pt) -, hoColimE.d~(,)op (C Q,(~) (WOE) 
commutes with the two obvious maps to G/H. 
The following two lemmata together with 1.5.1 will allow us to identify the “homotopy 
push down” i,(G xH F&n) with F& and then 1.5.2 will finish the proof of 
Proposition 2.7. 0 
LEMMA 2.8. Let E be an elementary abelian p-subgroup of G. Consider paits (D, a), where 
D is an elementary abelian p-subgroup of H and u: E + D is an isomorphism in d(G). Declare 
(D, a) and (D’, a’) to be equivalent ifs there is an isomorphism /I: D + D’ in &‘(H) with 
a’ = ($)a. Choose one representative (Dip ai) from each equivalence class. Then the composi- 
tions (ai)*O(Di) (with (ai)* the map introduced in 2.4) combine to give a homeomorphism 
u G XC,(D,) Pt + G XCG(E) (WOE. 
(Di.a,) 
LEMMA 2.9. Let E be an object in d, (G)“” and i : -01, (H)“* + &* (G)“* be as above. Then 
the over category i 1 E is a disjoint union of categories indexed by equivalence classes of pairs 
(D, a) as in Lemma 2.8 and with terminal objects given by chosen representatives (Di, ai) from 
each equivalence class. 
Proof of 2.8. We begin by analyzing the spaces (G/H)E as &(E)-spaces. We remark that 
there are only finitely many conjugacy classes of elementary abelian p-subgroups of H (cf. 
[21, Lemma 6.31) and therefore the disjoint sum is indexed by a finite set. 
Consider an E-fixed point gH E G/H. The element g gives an isomorphism 
a:E -+gPIEg,eHg-‘eg in d,(G) such that g-‘Eg c H, i.e. it gives a pair 
(D, a) = (g- ‘Eg, e H g-leg). By definition of our equivalence relation the equivalence class 
of this pair (D, a) is independent of the coset representative in gH. If the coset g’H gives rise 
to the same equivalence class as gH then gH and g’H differ by left multiplication by an 
element in C,(E). Furthermore, the isotropy of gH with respect o the Co(E)-action is given 
by Co(E)ngHg-‘. In other words, picking a set of elements gi such that the corresponding 
pairs (Di, ai) run through a set of representatives of the equivalence classes gives us first 
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a homeomorphism of G (E)-spaces 
u Cc(E)/Cc(E)ngiHgi’ 2 (G/H)E 
@.a) 
and then one of G-spaces 
I_IG XG(E)ndWPt~ G xc,(E)(G/H)E 
@,,a,) 
which on the ith summand is given by [g, pt] H [g, giH] if [g, pt] resp. [g, giH] denote the 
equivalence class of the pair (g, @) resp. (g, giH). Combining this with the homeomorphism 
G xC,(D,)&+ G XCG(E)ng,Hg;lPt 
given by Cg, @I H [ggi ‘, pt] we get a homeomorphism of G-spaces 
u G XC,(Di)Ptz G XC,(E) (G/WE 
(D,sai) 
which on the ith summand is given by [g, it] H [gg; ‘, giH]. By its definition the map 
(aJ* e(Di) is given by the very same formula. 0 
Proof of 2.9. Translating back to the categories J&‘*(H) and d*(G) we have to 
decompose the “under category” E 1 i and exhibit appropriate initial objects for each 
“component”. An object in E _1 i is a pair (D, fi) with D E ob &* (H) and /?: E + iD a mor- 
phism in d,(G); a morphism from (D, fl) to (D’, /?‘) . IS a morphism a : D + D’ in d,(H) with 
b = (ia)/?. The morphism /? has a unique factorization E + Im fi c D in JZ!, (G) (with Imp 
a subgroup of H); we write b = jF. This factorization gives a morphism 7: (Im /?, b) -+ (D, /?) 
in E 1 i. The decomposition of E 1 i into components is given by the equivalence relation 
(D, 1) - (D’, /Y) 0 Im /? g Im /? ( s in d,(H)) 
and a choice of representatives gives initial objects for the “components” of E Ji. 0 
3. THE SPECTRAL SEQUENCES 
Let G and X be as in Theorem 0.1 resp. Theorem 0.2. Assume h* is a p-local general- 
ized cohomology theory. Because of Theorems 0.1 and 0.2 we obtain a spectral sequence 
[3, XII, 4.51 
E;’ = lim>,.(,, h&(E) (XE) *h, ““(X,). 
It is remarked in [16] that this spectral sequence is, in fact, the Leray spectral sequence of 
the projection map hocolim,*o,EG Xc,(E)XE + hocolim,*(,, pt. In the case of Theorem 
0.0 and modp cohomology this spectral sequence degenerates completely, i.e. lim&, 
H*(BCo(E); F,) = 0 for all s > 0 and the edge homomorphism H*(BG; IF,) + 
lim H* (B&(E); F,) is an isomorphism [15]. Such a strong result is too much to ask for in 
the general situation even in the case of mod p cohomology (see Theorem 0.5 for an explicit 
example). However, there are still interesting vanishing results which will imply Theorem 
0.3. The first result is due to Oliver. 
THEOREM 3.1 [20]. Let G be any group and denote by rP(G) the p-rank of G, i.e. the 
supremum of all natural numbers k such that G contains an elementary abelian p-subgroup E of 
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rank k. Let F be any functor from J&‘*(G) to Z(,,-modules. Then lim>*(,, F = 0 for all 
s 2 r,(G). 
This result is stated in [20] only for compact Lie groups but its proof shows that it 
actually holds in he generality stated here. Oliver describes also an explicit small chain 
complex whose homology gives the higher limits. 
THEOREM 3.2 [lo] Assume that either 
(a) G is a compact Lie group and X a G-CW-complex with finitely many G-cells, or 
(b) G is a discrete group and X is a G-CW-complex with finitely many G-cells such that 
the isotropy group of each cell is finite. 
Then lim>* (cJ H,*,(s) (XE; F,) is a finite dimensional graded [F,,-vector space for each 
s > 0, in particular it is trivial if * is sufJiciently large. 
Proof of Theorem 0.3. Part (a) follows immediately from Theorem 0.1 resp. Theorem 0.2 
and Theorem 3.1. 
Theorem 3.2 implies the further vanishing result of part (b). Combining both vanishing 
results gives that in sufficiently large cohomological degrees the spectral sequence collapses 
at E2, and hence the edge homomorphism is an isomorphism in large degrees. 0 
We would like to point out that the assertion in Theorem 0.3 concerning p appears here 
as a consequence of the vanishing results for the E&erm. However, this is somewhat 
misleading because the vanishing results depend on 3.2, and the proof of Theorem 3.2 given 
in [lo] derives the vanishing result for the higher limits from a purely algebraic theorem on 
certain unstable modules A4 over the Steenrod algebra, which in case M = Hz (X; IF,), X as 
in Theorem 0.3, specializes to the assertion concerning p. 
3.3. We finish this section with some comments on the relation between the “centralizer 
spectral sequence” considered here and the “normalizer spectral sequence” [4] converging 
to the modp Fare11 cohomology of a discrete group I of finite virtual cohomological 
dimension. We remind the reader that Farrell cohomology is isomorphic to ordinary 
cohomology in cohomological degrees larger than the virtual cohomological dimension 
of F. For the convenience of the reader we briefly recall how this spectral sequence 
arises. 
The group I’ acts by conjugation on the poset Ma,(I) of non-trivial elementary abelian 
p-subgroups of I and then also on the simplicial complex IAP(I) 1 associated to it. We 
denote Farrell cohomology of a F-space X with coefficients in [F, in @(X; [F,,) and 
abbreviate fi: (pt; 5,) by fi * (F; F,) and similarly H,* ( pt; IF,) by H * (r; ff r). Then fi * (I; [F,) 
agrees with fiF( 1 A,(F)I; 5,) and the spectral sequence of the map from ET xr IMP( to 
I\ I A,(T) ) has El-term given by the cohomology of the stabilizers of simplices in I A#) 1, 
i.e. by 
s, * El= n 
E,, c c Es 
where the product is indexed by all the conjugacy classes of proper chains E,, c ... c E, in 
the poset I Ap( of length s + 1 and Nr ( - ) denotes the normalizer in F. In particular, 
E T*=Oifs2r,(F). 
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If I#) = 1 then both 
N,(E)/Cr(E). Therefore, the centralizer approach gives an isomorphism 
H,* (X,; [F, ) 2 I-I H* (C,(E); [F,)Nr(Q’C@) 
(E) 
the right-hand side denoting the invariants with respect of the action of N,(E)/&(E). In this 
case the two approaches are essentially equivalent because H* (I; [F,) z A,* (X,; [F,) above 
the virtual cohomological dimension and because the invariants H*(C,(E); lFp)Nr(E)‘Cr(E) 
are isomorphic to H* (N,(E); lF,) (Note that the groups N,(E)/C,(E) are of order prime to p, 
being subgroups of Aut(E) g Z/(p - 1)). 
We remark that the “normalizer approach” has been used in the p-rank 1 case to 
determine the Farrell cohomology of certain arithmetic groups and of certain mapping class 
groups (see PI, ~241, C251). 
3.3.2. It would be interesting to understand the relation between the two approaches in 
cases of higher p-rank. The case of p-rank 1 and the example of SL(3, Z [l/2]) (see 
Section 4.5 below) suggest hat there ought to be some connection. 
3.3.3. In the case of general p-rank the “normalizer spectral sequence” requires the know- 
ledge of the cohomology of as many subgroups of I as there are simplices in I\1 &(I)[, 
while in the “centralizer approach” the number of subgroups involved is equal to the 
number of conjugacy classes of elementary abelian p-subgroups of I, i.e. the number of 
0-simplices in I\ 1 A,(T) I. Because the computation of the cohomology of each normalizer 
(and centralizer) is usually non-trivial this seems to represent a significant computational 
advantage of our approach over the “normalizer approach”. However, one serious limita- 
tion of the “normalizer approach” is still present in our approach: the cohomology of the 
subgroups remains often inaccessible. 
In those cases where the subgroups are accessible, our approach should be more 
effective. Unfortunately this is not easily demonstrated; each interesting example still seems 
to require a major effort. In the following section we illustrate our method by the 
particularly favorable example of the special linear group SL(3, Z [l/2]). 
4. THE EXAMPLE OF THE GROUP I- = SL(3, E [l/2]) 
In this section we will prove Theorem 0.5. We will abbreviate SL(3, Z [l/2]) by I and 
write H*G instead of H*(BG; IF,) if G is a discrete group. 
4.1. We begin by describing a skeleton of the category &*(I) which we will denote by d. 
The category L%’ has two objects, say El and E2 of rank 1 and 2, respectively. We take El to 
be the subgroup generated by the diagonal matrix whose first two diagonal entries are - 1 
and whose third diagonal entry is 1, and E2 to be the subgroup of all diagonal matrices with 
diagonal entries 1 or - 1 and determinant 1. The automorphism group of El is trivial, of 
course, while Aut.JE*) is isomorphic to the group of all abstract automorphisms of 
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Ez which we can identify with (lj3, the symmetric group on three elements. There are three 
morphisms from El to Ez which are permuted by Autd(Ez). 
4.2. The next step is to describe the functor on JZZ which sends E to H* C,(E). 
For the centralizers themselves we find C,(E,) g GL(2,Z[1/2]) and C,(Ez) g D3, the 
digonal matrices inside I which can be identified with GL(1, Z [l/2]) x GL(l,Z[1/2]). 
The mod 2 cohomology of these groups is known. In the case of Ez this is trivial, because 
GL(l,Z[1/2]) is equal to the units in Z[1/2] which are isomorphic to 2/2x Z. Hence 
H*(GL(l, Z[1/2]) x GL(l,Z[1/2])) . IS isomorphic to the tensor product of a polynomial 
algebra on two generators x, Y of degree 1 with an exterior algebra on two classes f, g, also 
of degree 1, i.e. 
H* Cr(E,) z EZ Cx, ~10 E(f, 9). 
We agree to chose the generators o that x and f come from the first factor GL(1, Z [l/2]) 
and Y and g from the second factor. 
The case of El is less obvious but has been computed by Mitchell [18]. He proved that 
H*GL(2,Z[1/2]) is isomorphic to a tensor product [F,[wi, wZ] 63 E(el, es) where the 
indices give the degrees of the generators, i.e. 
Furthermore, Mitchell shows that H*GL(2, Z [l/2]) is detected on the subgroup of 
diagonal matrices in GL(2,Z[1/2]) which is, of course, again isomorphic to 
GL(1, Z [l/2]) x GL(1, Z [l/2]). The elements wi, i = 1,2 map to the ith elementary sym- 
metric polynomial in x and y, el maps to the symmetrization (with respect o the natural 
action of 6,) off and e3 maps to the symmetrization of x’g. Now the inclusion of El into 
E2 induces an inclusion of Cr(E2) into C,(E,) which corresponds via our identifications of 
the centralizers to the inclusion of the subgroup of diagonal matrices into GL(2, Z [l/2]). If 
we denote the inclusion be cx we can therefore write for the induced map on the cohomology 
of the centralizers: 
a*h) =f+ 9, c(*(e3) = x2g + y2f. 
To finish the description of H* C,( - ) as a functor on d it remains to describe the action of 
AutJE2) g 6ij3 on [F2 [x, y] 8 E(f, g), and because of the multiplicative structure we need it 
only on the generators. If z~ Aut,(E,) to the permuting factors in 
Cr(E,) 
YT T*(Y) 
9, ~*kl) =f 
and if Q E Aut,(E,) is cyclic permutation of the diagonal entries (in the appropriate order) 
then 
o*(x) = Y, “*(Y)=x+Y 
fJ*(f) = 99 a*(s) =f+ 9. 
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In other words, if we identify e3 with GL(2, IF,) then the representation on the subspace 
generated by x and y, respectively, f and g is the mod2 reduction of the Steinberg 
representation of this group which we will denote by St,,. 
4.3. Before we get to the proof of Theorem 0.5 we explain how to compute higher limits for 
any functor F from d to modules over ZtZ), the integers localized at 2. Of course, this 
calculation can be done using the general theory developed by Oliver [20]. However, in the 
case of the category d everything is quite simple so we do this from scratch. 
Let St, be the Steinberg representation of GL(2, IF,), defined over the integers. For our 
purposes the following description is appropriate: identifying as before GL(2,5,) with ej3, 
St, is the kernel of the GL(2, IF&linear homomorphism from the permutation module 
Z[QJS,] to the trivial module Z which sends each coset to the element 1 E Z. We can 
choose an integral basis of St, consisting of elements a and b such that in the notation 
introduced above we have: 
~,(4 = b, r,(b) = a 
a*(a) = -b, o,(b) = a -b. 
In particular, the mod 2 reduction of St, is the representation Str, that we discussed above. 
With this notation we can now describe how to compute the (higher) limits on JZ!. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let F be a functor F ji-om d to Ec2,-modules. Then 
(a) lim$F=Oif i22 
(b) There is a short exact sequence 
0 -+ lim> F + F(E1)L HomGL(2,F2J(StZ, F(E,)) + lim$ F + 0 
where cp is the homomorphism given by q(x)(u) = a,(x) - (a,)‘a,(x), q(x)(b) = 
a*(x) - o*a*(x) for x E F(E,). 
Proof. lima F can be computed as H’(Hom,(R, F)) where B is the abelian category of 
functors from & to the category of ZcZ)- modules and P. is a projective resolution of the 
constant functor in this category. The proposition follows from the following explicit 
resolution of the constant functor which we will denote by &). 
Let P,, be the functor given by PO(E) = Z(2)[Homd(E1, E)], the free i&,-module with 
basis given by the set Horn_,@,, E). Then there are natural isomorphisms 
Hom,(P,,, F) z F (El) for each F E % which shows that PO is projective. The kernel of the 
natural epimorphism from P,, to Z&) is the functor Pi with P1 (El) = 0 and, by our very 
definition of St,, P,(E,) = St, @ Ztzj. For the functor PI we get a natural isomorphism 
Hom.&, F) 2 Homz,,,cL(Z,IFI) (St, 0 zc2), F (El)) which shows that PI is also a projective 
functor because it is “induced” from the Zt2) GL(2, [F2)-module St, 8 Zc2) which is well 
known to be a projective module. This proves (a) and (b) except for the explicit description 
of the map cp which follows from the inspection of the inclusion from PI to PO. cl 
Now we consider the case of the functor F:E H H*&(E). The main result in this 
section is the following theorem. Together with Corollary 0.4 and the fact that X in 
Corollary 0.4 can be chosen to be of dimension 5 [2] it implies Theorem 0.5. 
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THEOREM 4.4. (a) lim$ F z IFa [u,, ua] @ E(da, d,) where the indices give the degrees of 
the elements. Furthermore, if we identify lim,: F with a subalgebra of H* GL (2, Z [l/2]) as in 
Proposition 4.3 then v2 = wf + w2, u3 = w w 1 2,d3=e3andd5=w~e3+w:el. 
(b) lim$ F z C3 [F2, a one-dimensional vector space over IF2 concentrated in degree 3. 
Proof of (a) First of all it is straightforward to check that the subalgebra of 
H* GL(2, Z [l/2]) z lF2 [wI , w2] @ E (eI, e3) generated by the elements w: + w2, w1 w2, e3 
and wfe, + wze, is isomorphic to the tensor product of a polynomial algebra on two 
generators v2 and u3 of degree 2 and 3 and an exterior algebra on two generators d3 
and ds of degree 3 and 5. From now on we identify v2, v3, d3 and ds with w: + w2, w1 w2, e3 
and w:e3 + w:e,, respectively. 
Proposition identifying 
of F2 [wi, w2] @ E(eI, e3) 
the [F2 [x, (f, the the 3 cyclic 
(T. the that the 
y2, Wl w2 = xy (x + Y), e3 = x2g + y2f and 
2 w:e3 + w2el = 
x4g + y4f all belong to this intersection. 
Now consider an arbitrary element PE F(E,) and write it as sum 
p = q + re, + se3 + tel e3 with unique elements q, r, s, t E F2 [wl, w2]. Then o*p = p is 
equivalent o the three equations 
c*q = 4 (1) 
o*(reI + se3) = rel + se3 (2) 
and 
rr,(tele3) = tele3. (3) 
It suffices to show q E F2 [u2, u3], re, + se3 = ?d3 + Sds and tele3 = fd3d5 with suitable 
elements ?, 5, ? E IF2 [u2, 21~1. 
As q is already invariant under r the first equation is equivalent to saying that 
q considered as polynomial in x and y is invariant under (lj3. The B,-invariants in IF2 [x, y] 
are well known to be given by F2 [v2, v3]. 
If we express (3) in terms of x, y,f, g we get (a,t)x’fg = t(x2 + y’)fg. Now fg is invariant 
under CJ and hence t(x2 + y’) is invariant as well. Furthermore, we see that t(x2 + y’) is 
divisible by x2 and, because of invariance, also by y2 and x2 + y2. Using that [F2 [x, y] is 
a unique factorization domain we conclude t(x2 + y”) = t”vi with t” invariant, i.e. 
t”~ [F2[u2, u3]. Finally, d3d5 = t&g and we get t(x2 + y2)fg = fd3d5. 
Expressing (2) in terms of x, y,f, g and comparing coefficients off and g shows that (2) is 
equivalent o the two equations 
o*r + (0,s)~’ = r + sy2 (4) 
(CJ,S)X~ = r + sx’. (5) 
Using that IF2 [wl, w2] is a free module over [F2 [u2, u3] with basis 1, wl , w: we write 
s = so + slwl + s2w: with unique elements o, sl, s2 E F2 [u,, u3]. Substituting into (5) and 
solving for r yields r = s1x2 y + s2x2 y2. However, r is invariant under z and therefore 
sl = 0. This means r = s2w: and s = so + s2wf, and finally we get reI + se3 = 
s2w:eI + (so + s2wf)e3 = fdd3 + gdd5 with r” = so and s” = s2. 
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Proof of (b). This is just a computation with Poincare series in the exact sequence of 
Proposition 4.3. Clearly, 
x0 := nzo dimFl (E, CQ, v31 0 E(d3, 4)Tt” = 
(1 + t3)(1 + t5) 
(1 - t”)(l - t3) 
x1 := f dimE2 ([F, [wl, 4 0 E(eI, e3)Y’ t” = 
(1 + t)(l + t3) 
n=O (1 - t)(l - t2)’ 
We claim 
x2 := f dimE2(HomcLc2,F2) (St,, E2 CX, ~10 E(f, g))Yt” 
n=O 
(t + t* + t3) (t + t4) 
= (1 - t)(l - t3) + (1 - t*) (1 - t3) 
and then a simple computation shows that 
x3 := f dim F, imLF”t”=Xo+X2-X1=t3 1’ 
n=O 
which proves (b). 
To prove the claim we observe that there is an isomorphism of graded GL(2, [F2)- 
modules 
This yields a corresponding decomposition of Horn ~1 G3 E(f, 9)). The 
Poincare series corresponding to the first and third summand are given by 
t/[( 1 - t)( 1 - t3)] and t3/[ (1 - t)( 1 - t3)], respectively, (cf. [ 19, Section 41). For the second 
summand we write 
Horn GL(2,FZ) (h, xE2 [X3 Yl @ St,,) z HWx(2,~,)(%, 8 St& cE2 [XT Yl) 
where ( - )* denotes the dual representation. We leave it to the reader to verify that 
St,, 0 St;* is isomorphic as GL(2, [F,)-module to the direct sum of St,, and 
IF2 [GL(2, lF,)/(E/3)], the permutation module on the cosets of the cyclic subgroup of 
order 3. Hence the remaining summand is isomorphic to HomGLc2, IF2J (St,, CF2 
[x,y]) 0 C(F,[x, ~1”‘~). The Poincare series of the first piece is t’/[(l - t)(l - t3)]. 
Finally, IF2 [x, ~1”‘~ is a free module over [F2 [v2, u3] on two generators of degree 0 and 3 
(cf. [19, Section 41) and therefore the second piece has Poincare series 
(t + t”)/[(l - t’)(l - P)]. cl 
4.5. Using the “normalizer spectral sequence” K. Brown [4] obtained the following exact 
sequence for the mod 2 Farrell cohomology E?*( - ):= fi*( - ; IF,): 
where the components of first two maps are given by the appropriate restriction homomor- 
phisms. In principle it is possible to compute the cohomologies of N,(E,), N,(E,) and of 
Nr(E1 ) n Nr(E2) and to compute fi * (I-) from this sequence. But even without carrying out 
this laborious explicit computations one can see that this exact sequence leads to the same 
answer in the range where Farrell cohomology and ordinary cohomology agree: In fact, 
a transfer argument shows that the restriction homomorphism H*Nr(Ez) -+ 
H*(N,-(El)n N,(E,)) is a split injection and it is not difficult to see that after splitting off 
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this direct summand from z one ends up with the map cp of Proposition 4.3 (again in the 
range where Farrell cohomology and ordinary cohomology agree). In particular, in this 
same range the E2-term of the “normalizer spectral sequence” agrees with that of the 
“centralizer spectral sequence”. We leave the details to the interested reader. 
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